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Extracting Information from vehicle exteriors via soil and insect DNA.  

Leigh Burgoyne1, Lin.Y.Koh1 and David.E.A. Catcheside1 

 1 College of Science and Engineering, Flinders University, South Australia 5001 

ABSTRACT: DNA present on the surface of a vehicle provides evidence of past journeys which may be 

of forensic value. We show here the type of information that can be economically sourced by 

arbitrarily primed PCR and next generation sequencing of the DNA present in crushed insects and dust 

adhering to the upper surfaces and mud adhering to the underbody of a vehicle. 

Introduction DNA on the exterior of a vehicle provides a decodable record of the vehicle’s recent 

journeys. An unprejudiced examination using targeted primers would require a great many to cover 

all possibilities. A useful strategy is to first make an uncommitted examination using arbitrary primed 

PCR that selects the fastest amplifying sequences, prior to any targeted examination. 

Materials studied, methods, techniques. Approximately 10-20 cm2 of the vehicle upper surfaces were 

swabbed with alcohol and detached arthropod debris stored in alcohol. Journey #1 (27/11/2016) was 

from (S35.688106 E139.338060) 60km to  (S36.127251  E139.649203) in South Australia. Journey #2 

(28/12/2016) included the track of the first journey but was longer from (S36.972671 E140.366636) 

to S35.009414 E138.759770. Wheel well encrustations from unknown journeys of another vehicle 

were scraped into isopropanol. Uncultivated soils were sampled from locations in South Australia and 

stored in an excess of dry isopropanol with a change of isopropanol. Samples were pelleted by 

centrifugation, vacuum-dried and processed by soil-techniques. All samples, soil, insect and wheel well 

encrustations were treated in the same way and discriminating 50mer DNA sequences obtained 

following arbitrary priming and extensive cycles of stringent PCR were compared. Protocols, principles 

and data-processing were as described by Burgoyne et al. [1] 

Results and Discussion:  

Wheel Well Encrustations: Mud from front and back wheel arches of the same vehicle had distinctly 

different relationships to the soils sampled. A substantial number of 50mers amplified from the front 

wheel arch were identical to those of a nearby soil (FUYARDS) but few from the back wheel were 

shared with any of the soils sampled and thus came from one or more unidentified locations.  

Table 1 50mer sequences shared by front (RTF) and rear (RTB) wheel-arch mud with soils from known 

locations. 

Soil acronym 
RBK 
similarty% 

RFT 
similarty% Collection locality 

ALLINC_SDN3 0.6 0.43 S35.032489 E138.539134 

DC8 0 0 S31.107559 E135.896641 

DC9 0 0 S32.2914444 E135.018111 

DVS 0 0 S34.49755 E138.83559 

FUYARDS 1.62 22.63 S35.027164 E138.569423 

GLG 0.16 0 S34.97441 E138.51410 

INM 1.17 1.13 S35.133832 E139.128107 

KIRSS4 0.27 0 S35.95991 E137.04498 



MEN 1.7 0.98 S35.693883 E139.343204 

MTG 0 0 S37.83240 E140.76819 
  

 

Insect Impact Detritus: For journey #1, scattergram comparison of the frequency of each of the 

discriminating 50mer sequences, primarily from arthropods, impacting the vehicle-windscreen (Y-axis) 

versus those impacting the vehicle-lower-front (X-axis) shows 77.5% of 50mers are shared; data points 

not on either axis (Figure 1a), The diagonal line indicates strong population similarity for windscreen 

and lower vehicle impactors, a substantial match, although the unshared 50mers indicate insect and 

other DNA sources impacting the lower and upper parts of the vehicle are not identical. The lower 

frequency 50mers resolve as diagonal lines, a line for a species (Figure 1b). For journey #2, a month 

later than journey#1 the population of insect and other sources of DNA impacting the lower front of 

the vehicle were completely different from journey #1 (figure 2a) and the match between the lower-

front and windscreen though distinct (20%), was much less than for journey #1 (Figure 2b). Blast 

searches of NCBI sequences yielded fits to many insect genera but to only one known species; the 

honey bee. 

Figure 1     a: Comparison of DNA 50mers from windscreen and lower front of vehicle from journey#1. 

b: Detail of the lower frequency 50mers.  

 

Figure 2:    a: 50mers collected in journeys #1 and #2 show a complete mismatch.    b: Comparison of 

DNA from windscreen and lower front of vehicle from journey#2.  



 

Conclusion: These examples show there is a large amount of unexploited DNA information on vehicle 

surfaces that is not difficult to get and analyse. The distinctive nature of both insect detritus and soil 

have potential value for typing a vehicle’s recent journeys. 

The methodology presented here is not yet a model ready for field use and practical value for criminal 

investigations is currently unclear so it will require further development by the forensic community.  
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